
Vision for the centre of Turku
City strategy 2029



The objective of vision work

To improve the attractiveness of the city around the clock and 
public spaces in the city, to unify the functionalities of the centre 
and to ensure that the city centre space has the prerequisites for 

lively cultural life and event activities.

To increase the number of inhabitants and vacancies at the 
centre and to restore the faith in the centre as a feasible object 

of investment.

To ensure the accessibility of the centre and smooth mobility 
with all vehicles, to improve the chances of the centre to function 
as an innovation platform for digitalising and other new services.
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The vision – why?
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Turku has all it takes to be a city with global 
significance

Cities are homes for their inhabitants, 
but at the same time, they provide a 
platform for developing wellbeing and 
a diverse culture.



A pulsating heart is a durable competitive 
advantage for the entire city

The success of cities and their centres 
depend on their ability to direct their 
development reflecting their own 
history, identity and the ongoing global 
trends of development.



01 The vision



”Kaupungit eivät kilpaile kansallisesti vaan 
globaalisti. kaupungin globaali merkittävyys ei 
ole skaalasta kiinni vaan kaupungin globaalisti 
uniikeista elementeistä sekä niiden esiin 
nostamisesta.”

Paikallinen hyvinvointi ja taloudellinen menestys 
edellyttävät kaupungin kansainvälistä merkittävyyttä.

Local wellbeing and economic success require the city to be 
globally significant.

Cities don’t compete nationally but 
globally. The global significance of the 
city does not depend on the scale but 

on the globally unique elements of the 
city and on bringing them forward.
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Turku - a word-class archipelago city?
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Turku?
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urbanisation sustainable 
development

digitalisation globalisation

Global trends affecting the development of the centre

Urbaanisaatio Kestävä kehitys      Digitalisaatio Globalisaatio



The visionary development of the centre
- outlining the vision, increasing competence and objectives
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The centre of Turku - Now

Challenges 

- Liveliness all year round
- Commercial services dispersed
   around the city
- Traffic at the centre

Opportunities

+ Restoring the faith in the centre 
   as an object of investment
+ Creating a gateway to Europe
   and the archipelago
+ The centre of good life



Turku, Åbo - 
Europe



Turku is Finland’s link to the history of European science, 
culture and city building. 

The centre of Turku has the opportunity to lead the growth of Turku into 
a significant European city of science, culture and travel.

Turku can grow into this position: by increasing the roles that the universities 
play at the centre, by investing into new and existing public spaces, by making 

the Old Town bloom and by creating a user oriented and smooth traffic 
network that enables the urban growth of the centre.

European city



A vivid 
and healthy city



The total objective for the development of the city is making the city the 
most important hub of economy and commerce in Western Finland. 

The town planning and building projects must be prioritised in 
municipal decision-making and city investments.

The development of the area of Kupittaa and the University as 
side-by-side areas of growth support the growth of the economic area.

Vividness is created by: enabling new forms of living, 
developing new projects and new services at the centre.

A vivid and healthy city



The capital of the 
most beautiful 
archipelago 
in the world
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The vision for the centre of Turku

Our location at the heart of the most beautiful 
archipelago in the world and the 800-year-old historic 
centre provide Turku with an excellent opportunity to 
become an internationally significant world-class city 

that enables a life of wellbeing for its inhabitants 
and businesses.



02  Elements 
      of a vivid
      centre
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I   Accessible and easy to move through 
II   Commercially attractive
III  A pleasant meeting place

02  The most important elements of a vivid centre:



I - An easily accessible centre with smooth mobility



- The accessibility of the centre

- Moving at the centre

- National and international connections to the centre

I   Easily accessible, easy to move through 

02  The most important elements of a vivid centre:



Growth of the city centre and a new operating system
The accessibility of the centre: “It is easy to enter the centre”
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1300 1800 1990-2000 2010-2050

A church is established at the 
crossing of the River Aura, 
Kuninkaantie, Satakunnantie and 
the way to Häme, on the hill of 
Unikankare. The city of Turku is 
founded within its walls.

After the Great Fire of Turku, Carl 
Ludvig Engel designs a new road 
network based on a grid plan. 
Perspective roads crossing the street 
are built. The city expands, covering 
the entire valley between different hills.

Between 1980 and 2000, Turku experiences great 
development. In accordance with the style of the time, 
the development is directed in the form of large-scale 
projects also to the areas outside the centre. The 
considerable investments decentralise the structure 
of the city and so diminish the attractiveness and 
competitiveness of the city centre. The Hansa Block is 
the last individual investment made in the centre.

City planning is based on expanding the very core of 
the centre and directing development and investments 
to the centre of the city. The centre represents the 
international Turku and functions as the most important 
location of work, commerce and culture in western 
Finland. The core of the city expands and becomes 
more comfortable. New public areas and green areas 
connect it to the University and the areas of Aninkainen 
and Kupittaa even better than before. 

Åbo = Habitation by the river
Turning point of the city structure



Defining the core of Turku
The core of four significant identities

Riverbank

Commerce
Old Town

Universities



The spotlike structure
The crowded spot is limiting the development of the centre 

and decreasing the quality of the Market Square. 



The spotlike structure
The hub of public transport only activates one spot.
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Universities



Creating a public transport street
Public transport is combined with all activities in the core

Riverbank

Commerce
Old Town

Universities



250 m

Creating a public transport street
Public transport is combined with all activities in the core
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A new public transport system
From one point….
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A new public transport system
..to a wide active area.
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An accesible centre
The ring road at the centre and a new public transport street
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Elements of city centre accessibility
City terminals and parking centres opening at the very core of the centre

Public transport street and city terminals Exits of centralised parking spaces leading straight 
to pedestrian streets and the very core of the centre



Eerikinkatu city terminals



City growth and a new operating system
Moving around the centre: “a city of walking and cycling”
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Developing walking oriented streets into a pleasant and 
safe pedestrian environment.

Extending the walking oriented area of the centre to the 
best spots of the city will add to the pleasantness and 
vividness of the centre.

Creating new pedestrian streets and plazas at the heart of 
the city, near the riverbank.



In the centre by bike
A comprehensive cycling network
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A cycling network covering the entire centre will change the 
everyday life of inhabitants in the centre and nearby areas.

A cycling network covering the entire centre allows cycling 
to become the primary means of transport at the centre.

Bikes will have their own one-way lanes throughout the 
city and they will be situated on a different level of height in 
relation to pedestrian streets and cars.



City growth and a new operating system
Linking the centre to national and international connections



Archipelago
Baltic Sea

Airport
Central Finland

Helsinki – Saint 
Petersburg

Kupittaa

Aninkainen

Railway station

Harbour

Seamless linking to 
international connections

Connecting people:
The flow of international visitors 

from the airport, Kupittaa and the 
harbour join the city centre and local 

transport at the city terminal.



Aninkainen
Linking the centre to national and international connections



Aninkainen
The promenade bridge connects the area of Aninkainen via Puutori Square as part of the centre 

Uusi promenadisilta 

Puistoinen Puutori Konserttitalopaviljonki

Hybridikorttelit

Hybridikortteli

Aktiivinen puisto

Kahvilasuora

Pysäkki

Konserttitalo

Galleria

Kunnostettu rakennus

Asemapaviljonki



Cycling routes
Public transport

Aninkainen
A quarter structure combines different levels of height



Aninkainen park and the green bridge



City growth and a new operating system
An easy to use system that connects different forms of traffic to each other



An accessible centre
A ring road and centralised rock parking areas keep excessive traffic away from the city centre 
streets
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An accessible centre
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I   Effects of expanding the accessible centre

Improving the atmosphere of the 
Market Square

City terminals create commercial 
potential

An image of the centre expands

Calming the centre to become 
a high-quality, pleasant and safe 
pedestrian environment

More visitors at the centre

5 000 new covered parking spaces

0.5 square kilometres of commercial centre

5 new city terminals

5 new pedestrian bridges across the River 
Aura

Smart service transport within the centre

A cycling network covering the entire centre



II A commercially attractive centre



- The expanding commercial centre

- The Market Square – an attractive core

- The centre of jobs

II   Commercially attractive

02  The most important elements of a vivid centre:



An expanding commercial centre
A kilometre of commercial services around the influx of people



Täydennysrakentaminen

Uusi Kauppatori

Joukkoliikennekatu

Ravintolapiha

Kaupunkiterminaali

Kävelykatu

Liikkeitä ja toimistoja

Hybridikortteli

Forumin sisäkatu

Beergarden

Kaupunkiterminaali

Kaupunkiterminaali

Hybridikortteli

Palveluhybridi

Puistikko

Tapahtumapiha

Kaupungintalon puisto

Aurakadun kävelysilta

The commercial centre
A kilometre of commercial services around the influx of people



New city terminals make the hubs in the centre more vivid



The commercial centre
A kilometre of commercial services around the influx of people

The City Hall and the Market Hall quarters will 
include the Turku Design & Finance District, 
which will be free from housing. This allows 
situating plenty of restaurants there.

The Market Square will be divided into two 
sections, one of which will serve as an event 
area. The northern side will include a park 
for spending time, designed from the point 
of view of children in particular.

A new kind of a service hybrid will be tested 
at the school quarter. The quarter is the living 
room for inhabitants of all ages.

The Market Hall quarter will be complemented 
with offices and terraces that adapt to the 
scale of the surrounding buildings.



A new pedestrian street on Linnankatu



An attractive core – Hansatown
The city shopping centre Hansatown around the pleasant Market Square



The Market Square
A park and a vivid centre of events

Tapahtumatila

Vesiallas Kauppatorin puistikko
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During the summer, the Market Square turns into a meeting place for the city residents in the 
evenings, with cafés and water elements.



The Market Square as the operational heart of the wintery centre



The centre of jobs 
Design & Finance District - working place area at the heart of the centre



Design & Finance District
working place area at the heart of the centre

Toimistokortteli

Sisäkatu

Kävelykatu

Beergarden

Toimistokortteli

Kauppahalli

Uudisrakennus

Design-piha
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II   Effects of increasing the commercial
   attractiveness

The network of city shopping centres

An expanding commercial centre

An improved pleasant Market Square

Increasing facilities and jobs at the 
centre

5 new hubs of traffic and commerce

150 000 square metres of new business facilities

300 000 square metres of new facilities at the 
core of the centre

15 000 new jobs





III A lively meeting place



III  A pleasant and vivid meeting place

02  The most important elements of a vivid centre:

- Enabling diverse lifestyles

- New kinds of service and meeting places

- A centre for culture, experiences and entertainment



An attractive living environment
Bringing new forms of housing to the centre

Parkkitalo Townhouse

Kerrostalo OmakotitaloBlock of flats Detached house

Parking house Town house



Developing service hybrids
New typologies of municipal services

Uusien palveluhybridien rakentaminen keskustaan
Päiväkotien, koulujen, kirjastojen ja terveyspalvelujen uudet typologiat

service home

schoollibrary



A diverse green environment
A park as the front and back yard

Kupittaa

Juhannuskukkula

Puolalanmäki

Koroinen

Luostarinmäki

Jokipuisto

Samppalinna

Kakolanmäki

Castle Park

Ruissalo

Barker Park

A park as the front and back yard

Courtyards as part of the park network

Park-like half-public spaces



An example of experiencing water and making swimming 
part of the everyday life of living at the centre. / Vulcan Spa 
Oy, 2017

Activating the coastline of the River Aura and letting people 
near the water to listen to it and feel it.

Saunas and an archipelago feel can successfully be brought 
to the city centre. / Konkret Oy, 2012 

Experiencing the archipelago  
and water at the centre of the city
Activating the coastline of the River Aura and bringing water close to people



The vivid centre as an attraction
The centre of cultural and sports activities



Renaissance of the Old Town in Turku
The living room of universities and Europeanness



Joukkoliiikennekatu

Kulku  Vartiovuorelle

Aukiosilta

Brinkkala

Yhdistetty puisto

Portti yliopistoille Hämeenkadun bulevardi

Kulttuurihybridi

Kaupunkiterminaali

Oleskeluportaat

Uusi kävelysilta Oleskelupaikkoja

Puistopaviljongit

Renaissance of the Old Town in Turku
The living room of universities and Europeanness



Renaissance of the Old Town in Turku
The living room of universities and Europeanness

The museum of Finnish history will be located 
in the surroundings of the Old Great Square. 
This will become a new internationally 
significant attraction at the heart of the Old 
Town.

A large park will be formed at the Old Great 
Square when Uudenmaankatu is turned into 
a public transport street. The green oasis-
like park will have pavilions.

The Turku Cathedral bridge will be turned 
into an urban plaza-like space where one 
can stop for a moment to enjoy the riverbank 
view. 

The new light bridge will make it easier for 
students to move at the riverbank. Services 
operating in the Old Town will spread to the 
Old Great Square, activating the park area.



The Old Town park will create a meeting place around the historic buildings in the area.



Increasing the visibility and emphasising 
the role of the universities at the centre



Old Town



Hämeenkatu as a green boulevard linking the universities to the science world at Kupittaa



The cultural riverbank
A cultural boulevard in Turku with a view to the evening sun



The cultural riverbank
A cultural boulevard in Turku with a view to the evening sun
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The cultural riverbank
A cultural boulevard in Turku with a view to the evening sun

New cultural hybrid quarters combining 
cultural functions and facilities with 
restaurants and cafés will line the riverbank 
promenade. 

A new route will become available from the 
riverbank towards the Sports Park stadium 
and windmill. The route is lined with sports 
and wellbeing services, cafés and shops.

The expansion of the Wäinö Aaltonen 
museum opens a new route. Terraced 
museum apartments will be situated in 
connection with the expansion, forming 
park-like quarters.

The Independence Square of the 100-year-
old Finland will be an urban city space leading 
to the Paavo Nurmi Stadium and Sports Park.  



A cultural boulevard in Turku with a view to the evening sun



A chain of experiences and wellbeing
An axis of cultural, sports and event venues



A chain of experiences and wellbeing
An axis of cultural, sports and event venues

Uusi tapahtumakeskus

Teatteri Akseli

Humalistonkatu

Linnateatteri

Paavo Nurmen Stadion

Hyvinvointipalvelut

Kaupunginteatteri

Domino-teatteri

UrheilupuistoMaauimala Kesäteatteri

Samppalinna



A chain of experiences and wellbeing
An axis of cultural, sports and event venues

A new event centre will be situated in 
Samppalinna, partly inside a rock.

The Sports Park will be more and more 
closely linked to the centre, thanks to a new 
route and pedestrian bridges.

Humalistonkatu will form an axis of culture, 
sports and event venues between the 
Samppalinna event centre, the Sports Park 
and the Humalisto centre.

A large event centre will be built to the end 
of Humalistonkatu, with a hybrid model 
including different event spaces, facilities 
and apartments. 

Uusi tapahtumakeskus

Teatteri Akseli

Humalistonkatu

Linnateatteri

Paavo Nurmen Stadion

Hyvinvointipalvelut

Kaupunginteatteri

Domino-teatteri

UrheilupuistoMaauimala Kesäteatteri

Samppalinna



Riverbank of culture and experiences with a view to the evening sun



03  Roadmap      
      Turku 2050
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Turku 2050
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People and investment flows
Play a crucial role in the global growth and success of Turku and its centre
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2050
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The capital of the most beautiful archipelago  
in the world



Integrating the centre to 
the most beautiful archipelago in the world

Archipelago
Baltic Sea

Airport
Central Finland

Helsinki
Saint Petersburg

Kupittaa

Aninkainen

Railway station

Harbour

Centre 2050:
Extending the centre-like living 

and vividness towards
 the harbour, while maintaining 

its character, identity and 
operation possibilities 



Integrating the centre to 
the most beautiful archipelago in the world

Centre 2050:
A symbiosis of international cruisers of 
future logistics and a new kind of city. 
An opportunity for Turku to create a 

new centre-like area opening towards 
the sea and the evening sun. 

Kupittaa

Aninkainen

Archipelago
Baltic Sea

Airport
Central Finland

Helsinki
Saint Petersburg

Railway station

Harbour



Integrating the centre to 
the most beautiful archipelago in the world

Turku 
harbour 
2050?

Hafencity
Hamburg

Nordhavn
Copenhagen

Björvika
Oslo
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2017 - 100 procedures

1.     Developing an attractive brand for the Old Town.
2.     Organising guided tours in the historic Turku.
3.     Equipping the Old Town with signposts.
4.     Using the technology of augmented reality in the story-
telling of the historic Turku.
5.     Bringing a boutique hotel to the Old Town.
6.     Creating premises for summer restaurant activity at the 
Turku Cathedral Square.
7.     Connecting the Handicrafts Museum as part of Old Town 
via Vartiovuori.
8.     Introducing new cafés and restaurants, galleries and 
co-working spaces of creative work to replace offices of the 
Old Great Square.
9.     Building parking space for Old Town visitors on the 
corner of Uudenmaankatu.
10.   Carrying out a fixed-term experiment of prohibiting 
private vehicles at Uudenmaankatu from driving through at 
the point of the Old Great Square.
11.    Bringing culture outside the current museum and other 
cultural buildings.
12.    Profiling universities as the dynamo of the city.
13.    Profiling the area behind the Turku Cathedral as a unique 
business hub in cooperation with the universities.
14.     Building permanent facilities for organising events (e.g. 
a stage) at the Market Square.
15.    Creating a festival of lights for the dark season in the 
surroundings of the Market Square. 
16.    Using empty/old office houses as inexpensive meeting 
places and working facilities for entrepreneurs, students and 
artists.
17.    Creating a chain of creative work from Logomo to the 
university campus via the centre.
18.    Making market squares more suitable for use around the 
year with canopies and pavilions.
19.    Turning part of the Market Square into an event park 
(such as Kungsträdgården).
20.    Building a skating track at the Market Square for the 
winter season.
21.    Taking care of the continuity of Market Square sales.
22.    Making the Market Square more pleasant with green 
decorations and water elements.
23.   Bringing more benches to the Market Square.
24.  Creating attractions at the centre for families with 
children: playgrounds, placing shops in-tended for families 
with children in the same facilities, etc. 

25.    Building a children’s playground (e.g. a carousel) at the 
library square.
26.    Increasing the functionality of parks.
27.    Reducing the maximum driving speed at the innermost 
centre and on inhabited streets.
28.    Prohibiting car traffic in front of cultural buildings.
29.    Increasing lanes for public transport.
30.    Giving pedestrians the priority in the innermost centre traffic.
31.    Making public transport routes in the innermost centre 
clearer.
32.    Reducing street parking.
33.    Connecting the archipelago more tightly to the centre, 
for instance by promoting water traffic.
34.    Building a city beach at the riverbank.
35.    Strengthening the connection between the riverbank 
and the Market Square at the point of the River Aura by 
widening the pedestrian street and decreasing car lanes.
36.    Building a green corridor extending from the River Aura 
to Puolala Park.
37.    Building a cheap guarded winter parking area for 
summer cars, campers, trailers and small boats. 
38.    Offering tourists with no cars better connections and 
services (mini train, rickshaws, city bikes with separate space 
for kids, a “London bus” etc.) and guided tours to Turku 
Castle, the harbour, Luostarinmäki, Ruissalo etc.
39.    Promoting the organising of events at the centre and the 
riverbank by facilitating the permit protocols of the city.
40.    Enabling the use of city facilities for pop up activities.
41.    Supporting the renovation of multi-use spaces.
42.    Giving construction monitoring the priority to handle 
building permits for the centre in less than a month’s time.
43.    Organising a City festival – a well-organised and 
well-produced event representing the field of free arts (circus, 
dance, jazz, puppet theatre, food…).
44.    Creating new cultural spaces in the innermost centre.
45.    Opening a concert hall in the area of Puutori Square and 
Aninkainen.
46.    Limiting drive-through traffic on the streets of the inner-
most centre. 
47.  Bringing public sector jobs back to the city centre.
48.  Attracting international investors and other operators to 
relocate to the centre.
49.    Emphasising the role of parks as a factor creating a 
pleasant environment for residents, and their role as a travel 
attraction.

50.    Improving the functionality of the Sports Park around the 
year
51.    Building a statue biennial in Puolala Park.
52.    Creating a wonder park for children at Kakolanmäki.
53.    Launching a network of pocket parks.
54.    Building a bridge for light traffic between the Sports 
Park and Vartiovuorenmäki over Neitsytpolku. 
55.    Combining the Samppalinna Park and the Sports Park 
with the bank of the River Aura as part of the Turku centre 
walking route.
56.    Combining the Sports Park and Samppalinnanmäki 
using a bridge or similar to form a central park of cultural 
exercise.
57.    Extending the Barker Park to the bank of the River Aura.
58.    Increasing urban green in the entire central area: trees 
alongside the streets, trees at squares and plazas etc.
59.    Developing the city hall park into a Fortuna market.
60.    Covering the rail yard for home building use. Creating a 
place similar to the Teurastamo abattoir area in Helsinki with 
restaurants and an opportunity for shared use of the yard 
area: city picnic, city barbecue, garden, etc.
61.  Using rooftops of new buildings, e.g. solar energy, rooftop 
gardens etc.
62.    Building cycling paths so that the Market Square and 
other key destinations are easily accessible.
63.    Connecting the areas developing around the current 
centre to the centre by high-quality biking connections.
64.    Making central routes of light traffic pleasant and feasible.
65.    Supporting winter cycling.
66.    Building a pedestrian street between the Archbishop 
property and the River Aura.
67.    Expanding the routes of the River Aura bank towards the 
direction of Halinen on both sides of the riverbank.
68.    Moving the light traffic of Itäinen Rantakatu on parking 
spaces and reserving the bank area of the River Aura for 
pedestrians.
69.   Turning the track connection between the harbour and 
Puistokatu a “Turku road” for light traffic. 
70.  Building a smooth and pleasant walking and cycling 
connection from Logomo to the centre
71.   Making Piispankatu more vivid.
72.    Creating a winter city festival for all city residents.
73.    Synchronising the opening times of shops in the centre.
74.     Making the centre the hub of modern basement level 
shops.

75.    Producing all lighting with solar power.
76.    Giving businesses permission to use street space (e.g. 
flower sales on the pedestrian street) and to decorate the 
front of their own shops.
77.    Bringing school events to the centre.
78.    Using the street space of the centre as a temporary 
game platform for events (e.g. the Turku tournament at the 
pedestrian street)
79.    Bringing theatre premieres and promotion events of 
Logomo events to the centre.
80.    Organising Ruisrock morning events at the Market 
Square.
81.    Creating attractive travel packages for Easter (Turku/
church/travel experiences).
82.    Organising a flea market at Kauppahallinkuja near the 
Market Hall during weekends.
83.    Building a limited service business hotel in Turku.
84.    Increasing the offering of maritime events, services and 
products.
85.    Bringing online shop showrooms and events to the 
centre.
86.    Keeping the centre open 24/7.
87.    Improving leisure activity opportunities at the centre. 
88.    Organising a water bus connection from Hirvensalo to 
the centre.
89.    Improving the evening use of the Market Square. 
90.    Bringing more short-term selling points to parks, the 
riverbank etc. 
91.    Supporting the joint marketing of the specialty shops of 
the centre. 
92.    Making signposts in English.
93.    Organising a shared cleaning event for the city resi-
dents.
94.    Advancing the sharing of ideas in different ways.
95.    Making water a visible streetscape element also in oth-
er places than the riverbank.
96.    Building an archipelago cruise harbour.
97.    Increasing water bus / water taxi activity in the River 
Aura.
98.    Bringing more public toilet facilities to the riverbank.
99.    Organising small art happenings at the riverbank.
100.  Making events visible streetscape elements at the 
centre. E.g. sports finals or concerts projected on the library 
wall.



The centre of Turku 2050

20 000 new inhabitants

15 000 new jobs

150 000 square metres of new business premises

30 000 square metres of new cultural and service functions 

A new public transport system

A pleasant and safe centre

5 500 new covered parking spaces




